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Benefits:
● Achieve high turn-up efficiency with guaranteed
performance.

Tissue Tack & Reel

● Increase safety around the reel section by automatically
turning up each reel, which removes the need for operator
intervention.
● Eliminate human error during reel turn-up.
● Reduce lost time during a sheet break, regardless of roll
diameter by using the tail turn-up feature.
● System features fire resistant and washdown components.
● Make cleanup easy on both paper cores and rubber coated
spools with the water soluble, high tack adhesive.
● Control temperature and system diagnostics plus manage
the fully automatic turn-up logic with an intuitive PLC Control.
Over recent years, tissue machine speeds have continued to increase, resulting in decreased
productivity due to inefficient reel transfers and sheet breaks. Around the reel section,
personnel safety has also been jeopardized. In an attempt to remedy this, many tissue mills
have adopted the practice of a tail turn-up. However, this has actually increased the cost of
each ton produced as the overall efficiency of the machine is reduced.

● No adhesive recirculation; the system is pressurized only
during a turn-up or sheet break.

Adhesive manifold and valve
assemblies mounted inside tissue
machine

● Incorporates specially designed water-resistant, non
air-atomized spray heads capable of millions of cycles.
● Manifold rotates spray heads into position during firing

Convert your reel downtime into profits.
With our Tissue Tack and Reel System, you can expect full sheet turn-up efficiency,
reduced safety concerns, as well as increased machine speed to boost profits.

sequence and backs away from sheet immediately after.
● Water and dust resistant enclosure protects electrical
controls and adhesive supply system.
● Sustain low glue usage with a spray head firing time of
approximately 250 milliseconds.
Easy Installation

How can VM’s Tissue Tack & Reel System increase your profit per ton produced?
Energy costs are a huge factor in tissue machine profitability. It is important to keep the web on the
reel instead of in the pulper because of a tail turn-up or a bad reel transfer. Improved efficiency will
reduce total cost per ton and can increase machine output by at least 3% per year. Return on
investment for the Valco Melton Tissue Tack and Reel system can can be achieved in as little as three
months.

Increase machine efficiency
by at least 3% each year & get
ROI in as little as 3 months.

Customized for any machine width, the Tissue Tack and
Reel System consists of two major components. The
rotating manifold and spray head assembly is mounted
over the web for full width turn-ups and a single-valve tail
tie is used during a sheet break.The second component is
VM’s TTR50 PLC controlled adhesive supply unit, located
on the drive side of the tissue machine. Plug-and-play
electrical components allow for a quick installation during a
short machine shutdown.

Valves in the spray position
mounted behind dust wall just
before spray trigger

Over 10 Years of Proven Reliability
Valco Melton’s patented Tissue Tack and Reel System for
full sheet turn-up on tissue machines has been increasing
tissue mill productivity and safety with proven efficiency
and reliability for over 10 years. Deliver results with a
standard today's customers are looking for.

Valves in the maintenance/retracted
position with nozzles suspended over
the maintenance tray

